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Outline
• Many topics of relevance for HL/HE-LHC covered in talk at previous 

meeting. Will not repeat these all here:

‣ Recent progress in PDF fitting.

‣ EW corrections      EW PDFs.

‣ PDFs with resummation (low and high    ).

‣ PDFs at high energy eA/ep collider.

!
x

• Will concentrate on selected topics:

‣ Toward ‘Ultimate’ HL-LHC set. First plan of action.

‣ Challenges in confronting precise data - systematic correlations.

‣ Tools (brief update).

‣ Photon-initiated processes + EW corrections.

‣ Theoretical Uncertainties.



Towards HL-LHC ‘Ultimate’ PDFs

• The HL-LHC will provide a vast range of data with a direct impact on 
the PDFs (in particular in poorly known high    region).

•  Question: what exactly can we expect that impact to be?
x

• To address this, our plan is to:

‣ Assess the kinematic coverage and experimental uncertainties we 
expect by end of HL-LHC for all PDF-sensitive measurements.

‣ Generate Applgrid/Fastnlo grids for these.

‣ Include them in PDF fit to gauge impact on PDFs.

• These ‘Ultimate PDFs’, which correspond to final precision that can 
be expected from/for the HL-LHC would be made publicly available.



• A first list of processes we will concentrate on:

‣ Drell-Yan - low to high mass, central to forward (flavour separation).
‣ Differential top quark (gluon).
‣ Inclusive jets (gluon, quarks).
‣ W/Z + charm (strange, charm).
‣ W/Z transverse momentum distribution (gluon, antiquarks).
‣ Prompt photon production (gluon).

• Generate pseudo-data for these using PDF4LHC set. Take NLO QCD 
theory input (but include NLO EW + PI contributions where relevant).

• As well as statistical errors, will require assumptions about systematic - 
consider ‘aggressive’ and ‘moderate’ scenarios.

! Joint CT/MMHT/NNPDF study, but will need input from 
experiment. Must establish SM contacts from ATLAS/CMS/LHCb 
who will provide input.

• Proposed plan of action - completely open to suggestions/comments.



Confronting precise data - ATLAS jets

• Closure tests: description of pseudodata (       future LHC data) 
after refitting will by construction be good.

• However, we are already finding this is not always the case         
can be challenge to describe precise data.

The simulation using a matched parton shower has a more coherent treatment of the e↵ect of parton
showers and hadronisation than the approach using a fixed-order NLO QCD calculation corrected for non-
perturbative e↵ects. However, ambiguities in the matching procedure and the tuning of the parton shower
parameters based on processes simulated only at leading order by Pythia 8 may introduce additional
theoretical uncertainties. Therefore, quantitative comparisons using theoretical uncertainties based on
Powheg are not performed in this paper.
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Figure 5: Inclusive jet cross-section as a function of jet pT in bins of jet rapidity. The results are shown for jets
identified using the anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4. For better visibility the cross-sections are multiplied by the
factors indicated in the legend. The data are compared to the NLO QCD prediction with the MMHT2014 PDF set
corrected for non-perturbative and electroweak e↵ects. The error bars indicate the statistical uncertainty and the
systematic uncertainty in the measurement added in quadrature. The statistical uncertainty is shown separately by
the inner vertical line.
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Boughezal et al., JHEP 1707 (2017) 130

Table 3: Summary of �2/ndf obtained from the comparison of the inclusive jet cross-section and the NLO QCD
prediction for various PDF sets and scale choices for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 and R = 0.6, for several pT cuts, using
all |y| bins. All the corresponding p-values are⌧ 10�3.

�2/ndf pjet,max
T pjet

T
R = 0.4 R = 0.6 R = 0.4 R = 0.6

pT > 70 GeV
CT14 349/171 398/171 340/171 392/171
HERAPDF2.0 415/171 424/171 405/171 418/171
NNPDF3.0 351/171 393/171 350/171 393/171
MMHT2014 356/171 400/171 354/171 399/171
pT > 100 GeV

CT14 321/159 360/159 313/159 356/159
HERAPDF2.0 385/159 374/159 377/159 370/159
NNPDF3.0 333/159 356/159 331/159 356/159
MMHT2014 335/159 364/159 333/159 362/159
100 < pT < 900 GeV
CT14 272/134 306/134 262/134 301/134
HERAPDF2.0 350/134 331/134 340/134 326/134
NNPDF3.0 289/134 300/134 285/134 299/134
MMHT2014 292/134 311/134 284/134 308/134
100 < pT < 400 GeV
CT14 128/72 149/72 118/72 145/72
HERAPDF2.0 148/72 175/72 141/72 170/72
NNPDF3.0 119/72 141/72 115/72 139/72
MMHT2014 132/72 143/72 122/72 140/72

model [50,51,56] the correlations of most uncertainties in the jet energy measurement are generally well
known.

Where this is not the case, alternative correlation scenarios are provided alongside the default scenario:
the "weaker" correlation scenario proposed in Ref. [56] was tested, and found to yield �2 reductions by
up to about 12 units for some phase-space regions.

Correlations of the uncertainties that are based on simple comparisons between two options (two-point
systematic uncertainties), e.g. systematic uncertainties due to di↵erences between the fragmentation mod-
els in Pythia [30] and Herwig++ [39], are not well defined and therefore di↵erent levels of correlations
can in principle be used. Concerning the theoretical prediction, the correlations are not well defined for
the uncertainty related to the scale variations, the uncertainty related to the alternative scale choice and the
uncertainty due to the non-perturbative corrections. For this reason, this analysis investigated in detail the
impact of alternative correlation scenarios for the largest sources of two-point experimental uncertainties,
as well as for the theoretical uncertainties.

The impact of fully decorrelating (in both pT and |y|) any of those two-point systematic uncertainties was
checked. Potentially important e↵ects are observed when fully decorrelating the uncertainty due to the
response di↵erence between quark- and gluon-induced jets (JES Flavour Response), the jet fragmentation
uncertainty in the multijet balance (JES MJB Fragmentation) and the uncertainty in the density of pile-
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• Well known example - ATLAS 7 
TeV jet data.                    .�2/dof ⇠ 3

• Seen in 8 and 13 TeV data, and 
originally in CMS 7 TeV (after 
internal study, some errors 
decorellated).

!



Recent Work
• Can fit any individual jet rapidity bin well - issue is with fitting both, i.e. 

including cross-correlations in systematics.

! Perhaps some assumptions about correlations in data (or theory) are 
overly restrictive? 

• Recent MMHT study - decorrelating 2 of 71 systematics leads to                           

• Potentially dangerous sensitivity to correlations - but, find impact on gluon 
small. Much larger if just fit a single bin.

�2/dof ⇠ 3 ! 1
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Figure 5: The impact on the gluon PDF at NNLO of the ATLAS 7 TeV jet data [23],
including two alternative treatments of the correlated systematic errors described in the
text. The percentage di↵erence in comparison to the baseline fit, with no jet data included,
is shown. The jet radii R = 0.4 (0.6) ATLAS data is used in the left (right) plot.

Figure 6: The impact on the gluon PDF at NNLO of the CMS 7 TeV jet data [24], for two
value of jet radii. The percentage di↵erence in comparison to the baseline fit, with no jet
data included, is shown.
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LHL, A.D. Martin, R.S. Thorne, 
arXiv:1711.05757



Recent Work

• ATLAS study for 8 TeV jets: more modest decorellations of various sources 
of theory (i.e. scale variation) and experimental uncertainty.

•  Find some improvement in      . However no single recommendation, and 
not directly available for implementation in fit.

ATLAS, JHEP 09, 020 (2017)

Table 4: Summary of the 18 options for splitting the two-point systematic uncertainties into two (first 12 options)
or three (last 6 options) sub-components. One or two sub-components are defined in the table, as fractions of the
original uncertainty. An extra (complementary) sub-component completes them, such that the sum in quadrature of
all the sub-components in each splitting option equals the original uncertainty. L(x,min,max) = (x � min)/(max �
min), for x in the range [min,max], L(x,min,max) = 0 for x < min, L(x,min,max) = 1 for x > max.

Splitting option Sub-component(s) definition(s), completed by complementary
1 L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5))· uncertainty
2 L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · 0.5· uncertainty
3 L(pT[TeV], 0.1, 2.5)· uncertainty
4 L(pT[TeV], 0.1, 2.5) · 0.5· uncertainty
5 L((ln(pT[TeV]))2, (ln(0.1))2, (ln(2.5))2)· uncertainty
6 L((ln(pT[TeV]))2, (ln(0.1))2, (ln(2.5))2) · 0.5· uncertainty
7 L(|y|, 0, 3)· uncertainty
8 L(|y|, 0, 3) · 0.5· uncertainty
9 L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · L(|y|, 0, 3)· uncertainty
10 L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · p1 � L(|y|, 0, 3)2· uncertainty
11 L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · L(|y|, 0, 3) · 0.5· uncertainty
12 L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · p1 � L(|y|, 0, 3)2 · 0.5· uncertainty
13 L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · p1 � L(|y|, 0, 1.5)2· uncertainty

L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · L(|y|, 1.5, 3)· uncertainty
14 L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · p1 � L(|y|, 0, 1)2· uncertainty

L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · L(|y|, 1, 3)· uncertainty
15 L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · p1 � L(|y|, 0, 2)2· uncertainty

L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5)) · L(|y|, 2, 3)· uncertainty
16

p
1 � L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5))2 · p1 � L(|y|, 0, 1.5)2· uncertaintyp

1 � L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5))2 · L(|y|, 1.5, 3)· uncertainty
17

p
1 � L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5))2 · p1 � L(|y|, 0, 1)2· uncertaintyp

1 � L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5))2 · L(|y|, 1, 3)· uncertainty
18

p
1 � L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5))2 · p1 � L(|y|, 0, 2)2· uncertaintyp

1 � L(ln(pT[TeV]), ln(0.1), ln(2.5))2 · L(|y|, 2, 3)· uncertainty
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Tables 5 and 6 show the �2 obtained when applying various splitting options3 to both the experimental (JES
Flavour Response, the JES MJB Fragmentation, JES Pile-up Rho topology) and theoretical uncertain-
ties (the scale variations, the alternative scale choice and the non-perturbative corrections uncertainties)
simultaneously. Results are shown for both the CT14 and the NNPDF3.0 pdf sets.

Table 5: Summary of �2/ndf obtained from the comparison of the inclusive jet cross-section and the NLO QCD
prediction for the CT14 and the NNPDF30 PDF sets and the pjet,max

T scale choice for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4,
for pT > 100 GeV and various de-correlation options (see text) of the JES Flavour Response, the JES MJB
Fragmentation, JES Pile-up Rho topology, the uncertainty related to the scale variations, the uncertainty related
to the alternative scale choice and the uncertainty related to the non-perturbative corrections. All the p-values
corresponding to the �2/ndf in the table are << 10�3.

Splitting options for R = 0.4 CT14 NNPDF3.0
JES Flavour Response Opt 7
JES MJB Fragmentation Opt 17
JES Pile-up Rho topology Opt 18
Scale variations Opt 17
Alternative scale choice Opt 7
Non-perturbative corrections Opt 7 268/159 257/159
JES Flavour Response Opt 7
JES MJB Fragmentation Opt 17
JES Pile-up Rho topology Opt 18
Scale variations Opt 20
Alternative scale choice Opt 17
Non-perturbative corrections Opt 7 261/159 260/159

3 The splitting options shown here are restricted to the ones yielding the largest �2 reductions when splitting either the experi-
mental or the theoretical uncertainties.
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! Clearly not end of the story. More systematic approach needed to 
deal with such data. ‘Official’ publicly released decorrelation 
models? Impact on PDFs key guide here.

�2



Tools
• NNLO the standard in PDF fits. Availability of fast tools for inclusion of 

NNLO theory essential, as in APPLgrid and FastNLO at NLO.
• Progress already made in this direction - differential     at NNLO released 

via FastNLO grids. Used in PDF fits already.
M. Czakon, D. Heymes, A. Mitov, arXiv:1704.08551

•  APPLfast will make fast NNLOJET (IPPP, Zurich, ETH et al.) 
calculation feasible for inclusive W, Z, Z + jet, H + jet, inclusive jets in ep 
and pp…

• Compute once (~ 200K CPU hours)- after that in much less than a 
second!

• Work is ongoing, and expect 
updates soon.

tt



The Photon PDF at the HL-LHC
• Photon PDF now most precisely determined parton. Can reliably 

determine impact on relevant processes e.g. high mass DY.

• Study with NNPDF3.1luxQED set: PI and EW corrections have opposite 
sign      partial cancellation.

• Seems to be common to many processes: once PI effects included, full EW 
correction small. Study for HE-LHC ongoing.

2

Photon-initiated processes at the LHC

pp -> W+W- pp -> HW+

At high mass (relevant for HL-LHC) PI contributions and NLO EW corrections have opposite sign, and 
thus in general one expects a partial cancellation among them  

This seems to be the case for many processes: once PI effects included, NLO EW corrections rather small

Calculation of results at 27 TeV in progress

NNPDF3.1luxQED NNPDF3.1luxQED

Bertone, Carrazza, Pagani, Rojo, Vicini, Zaro (in preparation)

Bertone, Carazza, 
Pagani, Rojo, Vicini, 
Zaro, in progress.

!



Theoretical Uncertainties
• Three sources of uncertainty traditionally accounted for in PDF fits:

‣ Experimental: finite precision and coverage of data.
‣ Procedural: methodological sources, e.g. input parameterisation.
‣ Parametric: from input parameters, e.g.      . ↵S

• However all fits apply pQCD predictions for theory input. Of course has 
uncertainty from truncated expansion, i.e. missing higher orders (MHOU).

• Question: what is uncertainty in extracted PDFs associated with this? With 
high precision data from the HL-LHC must confront this issue.

• Not been estimated before. Rough estimate      NLO vs. NNLO difference.

3

PDFs with theoretical uncertainties
Most PDF fits account for three main sources of uncertainty:

 Experimental, from finite precision and kinematic coverage of input data

 Procedural, from methodological sources such dependence on input functional forms 

 Parametric theoretical, from uncertainty in input parameters such as !S

Theoretical uncertainties on PDFs arising from  missing higher orders in the perturbative calculations 
used in the fit (MHOUs) have never been estimated: could be comparable or larger than the above ….

A rough idea of the size of MHOUs (at NLO) provided by the NLO=>NNLO shift at the PDF level
!



Theoretical Uncertainties
• Initial NNPDF studies: repeat NNPDF3.1 fit but with varying scales. Assess 

impact on PDFs.

• NLO DIS-only fits with scale variations: shifts comparable (bigger) to PDF 
errors for quarks (gluon).

4

PDFs with theoretical uncertainties
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Initial studies in NNPDF framework: repeat NNPDF3.1 fits varying scales and assess impact on PDFs

NLO DIS-only fits with scale variations: shifts comparable (bigger) to PDF errors for quarks (gluon)

NNPDF (preliminary) NNPDF (preliminary)

 Impact of MHOUs on PDFs will be more marked in the global fit (with smaller PDF uncertainties)

This information can be used to construct a theoretical covariance matrix, and thus construct PDF fits 
with built-in estimates of the MHOUs

To be followed up, final results in time for the Yellow Report4
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Initial studies in NNPDF framework: repeat NNPDF3.1 fits varying scales and assess impact on PDFs

NLO DIS-only fits with scale variations: shifts comparable (bigger) to PDF errors for quarks (gluon)
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 Impact of MHOUs on PDFs will be more marked in the global fit (with smaller PDF uncertainties)

This information can be used to construct a theoretical covariance matrix, and thus construct PDF fits 
with built-in estimates of the MHOUs

To be followed up, final results in time for the Yellow Report

• Expect impact to be larger in global fit (as PDF uncertainties smaller).
• This information to construct a theoretical covariance matrix, and thus 

construct PDFs with built-in estimates of MHOUs:



• In this talk have concentrated on topics with recent progress:

‣ Toward ‘Ultimate’ HL-LHC set. First plan of action.

‣ Challenges in confronting precise data - systematic correlations.

‣ Tools (brief update).

‣ Photon-initiated processes + EW corrections.

‣ Theoretical Uncertainties.

Conclusion and Outlook

• However many other important issues not discussed here.
• Intend to start work on Ultimate PDFs very soon. First plan of action 

described- suggestions welcome. Need input from LHC experiments.
• Expect updates on this and the other topics discussed in the future.

Thank you for listening


